Role confusion, values-based practice and the demise of the generalist

SUMMARY

As multidisciplinary work becomes less about profession than role and more about specialties than generalism, generalist roles are at risk of being overlooked (from a systemic perspective) and undervalued (from a values-based practice perspective). This article re-examines these issues and points to some practical implications of recovering the generalist role in mental health work.

Whatever happened to the generalist? Healthcare has become increasingly specialised over past decades yet surprisingly little has been written about the demise of generalism in mental health — for example, it gets very little attention in the New Ways of Working document (Royal College of Psychiatrists et al, 2005).

The roles of generalist and specialist have a reciprocal relationship to one another. This article is an attempt to respect (literally to ‘look again’ at) the idea of generalism as a role (or set of roles). First, roles will be defined as forms of enacted values and then further considered as values that often exist in tension with one another. An example of a value tension is when a team member does not exclusively demarcate their skills and competencies. There are considerable and growing overlaps. Sometimes nurses prescribe, doctors use activity schedules, occupational therapists care coordinate. There is general acknowledgement that old hierarchical structures have left consultant psychiatrists with an over-extended set of responsibilities, particularly general adult psychiatrists. New Ways of Working (Royal College of Psychiatrists et al, 2005) offers ideas to limit this burden (e.g. making consultants more consultative), although tensions may still exist inside teams where there are differential rates of pay status and responsibility.

A second trend that is clearly evident is the tighter level of professional regulation and managerial oversight, especially for doctors. Part of the regulatory approach has been to promulgate best practice based on best evidence (e.g. by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (www.nice.org.uk)). This is an expression of a desire to have a more standardised approach based on certain values: the attempt to deliver fair, safe and effective treatments while reducing risks of eccentric, unaccountable clinical practice.

Roles and values

It is worth considering from a systemic perspective what effect these trends are having on the consultant role. A
role can be considered as a set of connected behaviours, rights and obligations as conceptualised by people in a given social situation. Roles imply, and therefore reciprocate and elicit other roles: they act ‘in relation to’. In that sense they can be considered as bipolar social constructs. One pole cannot be considered in isolation to the other. The health paradigm here would be the sick role that underpins the medical relationship (Parsons, 1951). Because certain roles contain rights and obligations (the role of a doctor, for example), they are not just factual descriptions. They contain values. In that sense roles can be considered as forms of enacted values (Table 1).

Considerable effort has been made to look at the value base of mental health practice. Indeed, the proposal to set so-called values-based practice alongside what has become an unimpeachable ideal of evidence-based practice is gaining wider currency (Woodbridge & Fulford, 2004). There are no agreed theoretical frameworks that underpin mental health ethics (Bloch & Green, 2006) but there is broad consensus about what ideals should be aspired to across professions. Accordingly each regulatory body has produced lists of high-minded but probably unmemorable overlapping values.

Healthcare has many situations in which value tensions exist regardless of medical speciality (e.g. around confidentiality). Unique to mental healthcare work there is often a value tension at the heart of the work, it is the elephant in the room. Not only are clinicians employed to promote service users’ recovery from mental distress (what could be termed a change or growth-oriented therapeutic focus), they are also required to consider if they (or others) need to be protected from the consequences of their own behaviour (a risk-reducing or stabilising focus). Sometimes these aims conflict (e.g. when deciding whether to compulsorily admit someone with emotionally unstable personality disorder). Thus roles, being forms of enacted values, may be in tension. We can imagine that sometimes, unlike an approved social worker, a psychologist may oppose compulsory admission (but not have to do the Mental Health Act assessment). Like parents bringing up children into adulthood, safe, but also enabled, professionals aim to promote safety (which might mean taking some responsibility for a service user’s possible behaviour) as well as to help them master distress and encourage change (which may necessitate giving responsibility).

**Implications for generalism**

As mental health roles become ever more specialist, generalist roles become organisationally and conceptually at risk because their value base is going unnoticed. Perhaps part of the reason for this is because there is insufficient systemic awareness of a structural value tension underpinning them: the safety v. growth dilemma. From a systemic perspective, the generalist occupies a unique position. Indeed, it is the systemic position that defines the generalist role; it is not simply about possessing a breadth of skills or competencies. Generalists are individuals or subgroups acting in a certain systemic role. Examples include general practitioners (GPs), care coordinators, consultant general adult psychiatrists and community mental health teams. The systemic position has the central perspective: oversight. Its position is the one to which the patient returns to, as it were the ‘holding’ relationship. Furthermore, there are hierarchies of generalism in terms of the oversight given to a particular patient (say from GP to care coordinator).

It is important to note that all clinicians may, at times, be generalists or specialists, even with the same service user. Systemically each role has a characteristic role perspective. A generalist role has an oversight perspective, overseeing a patient beyond just their expressed wishes and desires, into a notional region we can call their ‘best interests’ (which they might disagree with). A best interest perspective takes into account expressed wishes and desires, into a notional region we can call their ‘best interests’ (which they might disagree with). A best interest perspective takes into account expressed wishes and desires, into a notional region we can call their ‘best interests’ (which they might disagree with). A best interest perspective takes into account expressed wishes and desires, into a notional region we can call their ‘best interests’ (which they might disagree with). A best interest perspective takes into account expressed wishes and desires, into a notional region we can call their ‘best interests’ (which they might disagree with).

In contrast, specialist roles may have focused role perspectives in relation to the service user – not simply ‘best interests’. Whereas systemically generalist roles are centrally placed, specialist roles are, as it were, more peripheral. Patients are sent by a process of delegation or referral. At a dyadic level, the relational roles of specialist–service user may not always work from a simple best interest, holistic value base. At first sight this may seem surprising. For example, as a psychopharmacologist a doctor may act as a specialist adviser in relation to the service user being the recipient of advice. They may (skilfully and seamlessly) move into a more psychotherapeutic role relationship on other occasions. Working psychotherapeutically she may try to develop an observer–participant perspective: in other words, at

---

**Table 1. Generalist v. specialist roles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role perspective</th>
<th>Generalist roles</th>
<th>Specialist roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>General adult psychiatrist</td>
<td>Psychopharmacologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Care coordinator</td>
<td>Psychotherapist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Community mental health team</td>
<td>Advocate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value orientation</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Growth, change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic position</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Peripheral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment paradigm</td>
<td>Holistic</td>
<td>Focal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
times empathically entering into the individual’s self-
experience and at others helping them to observe
themselves from a different, but more useful,
perspective. This is not the same as keeping a simple
best interest perspective. A psychotherapist may avoid
simply offering advice but devise ways of creating self-
reflection (‘I wonder why you want me to offer you
advice?’). An advocate (another form of mental health
specialist role) would have a third-role perspective
(neither ‘best interest’ nor ‘participant observer’ but
more ‘alter ego’).

Wider clinical implications

To conclude, a care system without a properly developed
generalist function will have something missing at its
centre. This will have a number of consequences for its
referral processing, its attachment patterns and for its
supervisory functions. Systemically, a referral boundary
(even in teams) is the functional division between a
generalist and specialist role. With the referral goes a set
of expectations that the other may be able to make a
difference (e.g. therapeutically). The risk is that the
referral system will never hold the service user in mind,
because no one (no one in an oversight generalist role in
the terms defined above) is left to do it, apart from the
GP. Organisationally, the generalist role prevents patients
ricocheting around a fragmented system and systemically
promotes them being ‘held in mind’. A psychologically
minded care organisation ought at the very least to have
this mind-minded approach. Professionals attempt to
reproduce (or produce for the first time) some of the
features of secure attachment on the assumption that
that’s a good way to produce the best health outcomes.

Case-management supervision should also focus on
the issue of specialist and generalist roles. Who is holding
the patient in mind and in what sort of role relationship?
Are either of the poles of the structural value tension —
safety and change — being overlooked or projected out
of the care system? At an operational level this may mean
looking at the risk assessment in a more psychological
way in terms of role tensions (Undrill, 2007) and offering
general adult psychiatrists better supervision. Consultant
psychiatrists may put themselves at risk by not being
given, or avoiding, emotionally intelligent generalist
‘oversight’ by a clinical manager (who would take a best
interest perspective in their excessive case-loads) or the
‘insight’ of a specialist clinical supervisor (who could take
into account the developmental needs of the consultant).
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